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-ABSTRACT
The development of lifelong education in England has

been slow due to the dualist educational philosophy characteristic of
the English middle and upper classes. The two governing
characteristic. of British adult education have been its predominant
concentration of provision for the working classes and its
preoccupation with the liberalizing role of adult education to the
exclusion of its role as .an instrument of social and occupational
mobility. Substituting "education for adults" for "adult
education" - -to include all learning activities adults engage
in--would lessen the confusion and prejudices associated with the
latter term. The shift of public educational provision toward the
adult life-span for both basic and continuing education is likely to
continue. But the expected expansion in education will be financially
supportable only if the cost to the public purse is reduced, either
by fees provided by users or by reducing the non-educational content
of educational expenditure. Continuing education has become necessary
because of: (1) the expansion of educational opportunities at the
basic and initial training stages of life; CO the scientific and
technological revolution; and (3) the increase of leisure and the
associated increase in material standards of living. The Adult
Education Department at-Manchester University. has two objectives: (1)

to..develop.an.anthropoenntric approach to the education olf adults. in
its teaching and research; and 1:2) to place.adult education centrally
within educational policy and practice as a whole.
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INTRO _

The comparatively long tradition of the United Kingdom in the field of
adult education has in recent years had an inhibiting effect on the develop-
ment of both adult education and the educational system as a whole in response
to changing needs and circumstances. Britain has found it difficult to put into
practice principles of educational advance which Leve long been enshrined in the
very documents intended to point the way to such an advance. It is sobering to
reflect, for example, that the term "life-long" as applied to education was first
used in Britain at the end of the arst World Wsx. (1); and that the power to
make adequate prevision for adult education of all kinds was expressly given to
local education authorities in the Education Act of 1944.

The reasons for.this difficulty in putting principles into practice derive
from cur_spoial history of the last century oe so. This has been characterized
by two powerful factors. The first way the division of the country into two
nations as a eulret of the industrial revolution; the rich and the poor partic
ularly those in the urban slums of our large industrial cities. Culturally
this division persisted long after the economic structure of the country became
more egalitarian, The social and cultural deprivation suffered by the newly-
urbanized poor during the industrial revolution remains a powerful psychological
factor in the industrial strife which has racked the country in recent years.
The division of the country was, until 1945, particularly marred in the educa-
tional field. Even since then the persistence or a powerful private school
system has played a part in perpetuating:class divisions which the public
eduoational system set out to overcome.

The second reason may be found in the dualist educational philosophy which
has characterized the English middle and upper classes during the same period of
history. It was this philosophy that moulded, even if it did not create, the
British pattern of adult education of the period 1850-1950. Although the adult
education movement was in many ways a genuine movement at the grass roots of
society, it could not have grown and floeriohedwithout the patronage and support
of the educated clasees of the community. These were the determining figures:in,
for instance, the:university extension movement of the lateb4eteenth century
and in the foundation of the Workers' Edecational Association in the !early
twentieth century. The objective was to give the workers something ofeehat they
themselves had gained at school and at university. But these behefits were to be
provided wethin the framework. of the existing socioeeconomie structure, not in
order to enable the working class student to emerge from his labOurine. position
and to achieve effective equality of opportunity.

Hence the two-governing ebaracteristieseef traditional British adult edupa.
tion: its:predoeenant concentration oraProvinionfor the-working classes; .and its
preoccupation with the liberalizing role of adult education to the exclueion of
its rale as an instrument of social and occupational mobility.

I hope I maybe forgiven for this brief historical- -note It is too brief
to do jnetioe to a complex edidefascinating piece of secioeeducational history.:
it does serve, however, toexeplain why British adult edueation-is having such
difficulty at the present time in bringing itself into line with modern thought
in the field-of life -long educateonat it'signVicantethat the currentTgeverne
ment inquiry into adult education (2) had its teemseof reference liMited' en be
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face of' protests from academic and. other adult educators, to the study of
"liberal" adult education.) An understanding, of this background is the more
important inoe this pattern of adult education was exported with a good deal
of enthusiasm to the colonial territories of the former British Empire; and
implanted in many of these the same dualist educational philosoçhy from which
these cou±itries also now find, it difficult to free themselves.

The complex of adult educational institutions in the University of
Manchester has in recent years set itself the ta1c of applying a. creative
critique to the "great tradition" of adult education in Britain, and of re-
interpreting this in terms relevant to the needs of the present day. It has
had a particular responsibility in this respect because of its influential
position both In the United Kingdom and In the adult education zystem of many
developing countries which send their adult eaucators to be trained arid to
undertake advanced study there.

I wish in this paper to set out briefly the direction ir which the re-
interçretation of principles has moved and to give Sume Indication of the way
In whLch- this reinterpretation has been applied to teaching and research.

II. PFOM ADULT UCATION TO T} EDUCATI OF ADULTS

Terminology In British education Is nowhere more important than in the
post-school sector. At present we use terms 111cc "further" education, "higher"
education and "adult" education without defining their precise boundaries. The
term "adult education" evokes in the average citizen, and in the average educa-
tional policy maker and administrator, an image of a worthy but marginal element
in the total educational spectrum; an element which baa been under-capitalized
for many years, both In buildings and in terms of staff; and which relies heavily
on voluntarism and on the diseconomies and Inefftcienc'.es which go With it.

This image excludes large areas of adult education which operate under
very different conditions: industrial education and training; the In-service
training of many professional groups; the work of the mass media; and so on.
There has been a tendency on the part of. traditional adult educators to deny
these activities the title of' adult education. The new types of adult education,
for their.part, have tended to wish to avoid being "tainted" with the connotations
of' parochialism and the second rate which have too often characterized adult
education as traditionally understood.

Hence the importance of' a changed t:rmInology'. We have for example, found
It appropriate to reverse the terms arid o describe ourselvea as being concerned
with the education of a&ilto. And this has been a more than semantic change.
Whereas much labour has been devoted. to the definition of' adult education,
partIcularly at the international level (3), the Manchester approach has been
to analyse the cozmon element In different types of adult education. It hasfound that the focus of interest Itt all of them is the adult itt his learningactivity. This anthropocetitrio approach made It possible for a wide variety
of aspects of the l.ar!ning which adults undertake to be accommodated in the
Nanchester prcgraunne of teaching and research without blurring the essential
focus of eIther activity.

This isnotta say that the transition has been easy or that it Is as
yet complete. ..
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Many of those in traditional adult education settings in the U.K. find

themselves battling eith their past whenever they try to grapple with the

present and the future. This tension is no bad thing. It comes out well in

Professor Arthur Jones' contribution to the recent volume on Teaching Techniques

in Adult Education "... the old distinction betWeen vocational and non-vocational

education has been questioned and sOme people would now distinguish between 'adult

education' (in the traditional framework) and 'the education of adults', which is

much wider and includes all forms of education - technical, professional, liberal

or recreational - that adults may follow". (4) But I am net certain that he is

entirely at home with this formulation himself. Towards the end of hits essay he

seems to revert, very understandably, to his first love. In his discussion of the

relative importance of task- orientation and process-orientation in adult education

he writes "I am not here denying that adult students should seek high standards

of performance or knowledge, or that they often attain them, but merely emphae

sizing that the educative element lies in the process by which they do so, the

way in which progress is made, in the 'devotion' of the pursuit and not in the

thing produced". (5) Nor is this tension confined to British educational thought.

In an international context Monsieur Raymond Aron reflects a similar tension, in

his contribution to an IIEP symposium on qualitative aspects of educational

planning. "The educational economist has ", -he says, "in the way of all economists

a relatively exact point of view. Be endeavours to make the best possible use Of

scanty resources, whether financial or human. The outlook of the philosopher or-

edecationalest - if they follow their inclinations - is of course diametrically

opposed. They consider, and rightly too, that education, intellectual training,

moral instruction,: are the rights of every human being. Tbia belief... leads to

a non-instrumental outlook.on the eduoational procecs. At the other end of the

scale the economist must cultivate an instrumental outlook". (6) Aron also

describes the former as the "humanist" and the latter as the "productivest

concepts and argues as a sociologist that there is no radical contradiction bee

tweeh them.

Lam not certain that I would go no far in glossing over the conflict. I

think that at the level of objectives a contradiction remains and that we have

to develop people and structures capable of "living with" this contradiction

creatively. Aran says "... the more I Sympathize with the hemanist concept,

the more I concur with the productivist concept in all developing societies....

It is posalble necessary to reach a certain point of development in order.to

enjoy this luxury (i.e. the humanist concept) fully". (7)

It is interesting to sp eulate which'degree of _"developmen would permit

which degree of "luxury". Itlis arguable, moreover, that even if a developed

obi_ ntry could afford itself to indulge in the luxury.of a humanist concept of

education, the eurplua resources devoted to this weuld be more responsibly

diverted to the support of even a productivist type of education in some lea

developed countries.

seems to me that it is in the.present situation as irresponsible for

eaters to turn their backs, on an "instrumentalist" view of the educa-

tion of adults as it ie for governmeets to restrict such provision to. strictly

"procluctivist" goals. Without belitiling.Arthur Jones' argument for processe

oriented _adult education, moreover, I doubt whether this. argument by itself

stands up-as rationale for adult education in the battle, for priorety, in the
icetien of _scarce educational, resoureese In the peat adult- educaeore,have not

concerned themselves serelonsly-iatk-the place of their activities i.rxthi:-speetzera

of public, social edhcational,policy. They have-been content to ptu-stie
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their activities with such meagre resources as their work on the margins of the
main educational system could command. But whether adult educators accept the
challenge of the times or not, the discernible shift of public educational pro-
vision in the direction of the adult life-span for both the basic and the contin-
uing stages of education is likely to accelerate. It is perhaps important at this
point to stress the qualifying adjective "public" in the title of this paper. The
arguments here deployed are confined to public intervention in education, with its
concomitant element o financial support from limited public Funds. There is, and
one hopes always will be, ample scope in liberal societies for voluntary enterprise
in the field of continuing:education, in that area no contradiction need arise.
But as in the field of social welfare, the growing scale of educational demand,and
the concomitant growth of pressure on the sources of supply, are bound to reduce
the share of voluntary enterprise in the total volume of provision and to force
the public sector to search for a model which does some justice to both the produc-
tivist and the humanist elements in education. It is in this endeavour that the
anthropocentric approach is able to do justice to the varieties of objective and
aspiration which may motivate the same adult student.

III. ECONOMIC PRESSURES TOWARDS EDUCATION DURING THE WORKING LIFE SPAN

At present it may still seem absurd to think of a significant shift of the
-

concentration of basic educational experience which is traditionally associated
with childhood and adolescence (primary and secondary education) into the adult
life span. (8) But moves in this direction are already discernible on both eco-
nomic and educational grounds. The belated doubts now being.raised in the United
Kingdom about the wisdom.of raising the school leaving age from 15 to 16 years may
be a straw in the wind. (9) A similar point Is made about the developing countries
in the IIEP symposium from which I have Already quoted:

"R. Poignant: 'It is certain that it is practically of no value if you take
children of 5 or 6 year$ of age, but if you give them a two-year education at 1#
or 16 years of age, that would Make:an impact That is another form of educa-
tion, an entirely new fox of schooling ..-. 'Arthur Lewis' in the territories
we are talking about the great discovery of recent times is llanimation rurale.It has been said here that we canTt"-do, anythingsaiththe young person in less than
four years So let'sleavellim out-of schcol;hut,wheri he is 20, we will takehim for three months or six months.' 'The Dauestook=him-into the fdlk high adhOol.
The Senegalese are now taking him as an adult.oUt of his environment. They claim
that in:a few short weeks they are achieving wenders-*Ith him, that the whole soci-
ety i8 being revolutionized by people subject to these short edscational pro-
grammes'7.;i (1 ©)

This paxtioular example has for some time been familiar ground, the
general argument is only now beginning to make an impast on educational thinkers
and policy makers. -This is largely because of the growing apprehension ebout'the

onential charaoter of the educational expenditure curve in all countries.

of the consequences of the educational explosion of the last quarter
century has been the increasing proportion of the gross national product taken up
by_educatiou, and the even sharper rate of increase in the proportion of public
expenditure dsvoted to It 'As is well known, in 19 -19 education for the first
time-became the largest single item in the British nation buffet, thas replac_
defence-as-the moist 'expensive publicaY'finincedactiVity.
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Table 1 shows the growth of educational expenditure, relates the figures
to the gross national product and projects both sets of figures to the year
1979-1980.

Table 1. Total educational ewe __ture and arp (England and tale

Years
Total Education

Erpendj.Vre
( k,' million)

GNP

million

Total EducationEdu.c.ation

Expenditure as
percent a of eite

1957-1958 (actual)

1967-1968 (actin)

979-1980 (estima-
ted

686

1827

4070

19.748

34.844

53.-200

3.5

6.2

7.7

The projection for the gross national product is based on the assumption that
the latter will Continue to grow at a steady 3 1/2 % a year. If as now
appears to be the case, growth slows down to 2 1/2 %, expenditure on education
by 1979 -1980 would account for 9.5% of the gross national product. Comp_arable
figures apply to most other countries. (12)

The United Kingdom is beginming to find it politically difficult to sustain
educational expenditure at the rate of 6%-of the gross national product. It
seems- doubtful whether the country will be willing to spend as rnuch as 9.5%
without a good deal more insistent demands for cost effectiveness than those to
which education has been subject in the past.

It used- to be argued that the expansion of education would ensure- a more
rapid growth of the gross national product. _Thus the utilitarian argument has
tended to favour the bending of all efforts to the promotion of those.sectors
of the educational system likely to make for economic growth, if necessary-at
the expense of _the others.-- Sir William Alexander of the Association of Educa-
tion Committees of ,England and_Wales- has -suggested, for instance, that university
fees might'be varied according to some -standard of national _need.- .Whatever the
human and eduoational merits of this may be, the 'problem- remains of identifying
what -,proeisely-is--the naticna]. need,-.. There are acme professions, such
eine, iniwhichl_ manpower requirethents_ can:-Iic if airlyi precisely predicted. And
steps can be taken__ to meet_ a foreseeable need. But -over-ithe -major -part of -the
manpower, field, it is more difficultt.o match_ demand -with. supply. For example
a good deal cif.theSpurtgiven to technelegieal-edueationin the U K. since the
mid1950 7a _derive,* from recognition of the need to keep up with.: the Russians and
the AMericans in the field of tectriological.innovation. The effect of this in-
crease has : however ,been general -rather than particUlar.

Moreover, educational planners are now a good' deal. more doubtful about
asserting that the extent of provision of education and industrial productivity
can be brought into direct relation. As Professor John Vaizey has pointed out
the historical evidence-is by-no means overwhelming. Russia, Japan, the United

_

Staten and possibly Denmark certainly suggest that rapid economic growth depends
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on education.' Britain in the industrial revolution suggests the opposite". (13)
But then, the economic growth which Britain built up with a minimum of educa-
tional expenditure has created the backlog of under-investment in that sector
to which I have already referred and which succeeding generations have now to
clear. Professor C.A. Anderson similarly has argued that "Few Westerners
realize how modest was the independent contribution of schools to economic
development in their own countries before the most recent decades._ Though
the network of schoels was thin and their quality poor, there were nevertheless
many other inducements to accept new ideas and to cater into new kinds of
production". And Professor Anderson goes on to contrast this with "the cultural
impoverishment in this broader sense" which is characteristic of most developing
countries. (14)

If the demand for educational expenditure is going to increase at the rate
expected it will therefore meet growing resistance from governments anxious to
keep the tax burden at a politically acceptable level. Clearly the cost of
education cannot forever increase at a faster rate than the value of the gross
national product. Thus I think it is inevitable that the expansion of educa-
tional opportunities on a scale likely to be demanded will be financially
supportable only if those opportunities can be provided at a lower Unit. cost
to the public purse than at present.

The burden of education an public funds can be reduced without a commensurate
reduction in quality only if additional resources can be provided by the users
-and/or if the non-educational content of-educational-expenditure can be reduced.
Both these types of saving can be achieved, only if the incidence of educational
intake is shifted from the non-earning to the earning sector of the population.
As Professor Arthur Lewis implies, if adults undertake learning alongside their
normal woric,ithey are earning Income from which they can contribute, if only a
proportion, of the tea4Jing:costs. At the same time adults inrepOloyment under-
taking part,time education do not require to be maintained, as do full-time
students, at public expense. Moreover the return on educational expenditure for
adults may be expepted to be a good deal higher than that on child education for
theTsimple reason that motivation and concentration are likely to be a good deal
higher. This, it has ben argued,- more than makes up for the reduced'expectation
of use resulting from the shorter life expedtancy of adults. (15)

AlthoUghideas-such as thebe may seem either heretialor:fanciful, or both,
theyareigaining:ground. I note'thatrthe editor of the recentCoundil of Europe
volUme-Ohl'ermanent Education-commits' himselfAo:this:type-of analysis. In his
summing-up he-describes the basis education process as having "no -hard and fast
agel.imits.',-Whereas-CfsnnorM4lY be completed at ti age Of 12-14-it Will be
in individualHcases'eXtendedbeYondthitn:totie tates:it::mayevenAlave to be
resumed at alater:stageiwbenever:shortcomings inbasic knowledge, Skills and
attitUdes appear or at least'whefither:becOMe:aoUtes:And-_he goes onto argue:
that "The financial problenrisprobablyless'seriousthan is:feared,assuming
of;:course:that,weean-Mak(046 our minds to an overall'educationalplan that will

el,t,possible to reduce somewhat -the preponderance of investment in the pre-
sector in:order,tOdeVelopthe inatitutional:para-vooational'education-that

now required, i.e. new-style adult education". (10)
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IV. T} FUNCTIONAL DEMAND FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION.

The development of the concept of continuing education for adults beginning
at the conclusion of initial training for a trade or profession and extending
throughout the rest of the working life span and beyond the age of retirement
has been gaining ground for some years. Why has continuing education become
necessary? Three factors which, in varying degrees, are common to all societies
contribute to the unprecedented growth in the demand for continuing education.

The first is the expansion of educational opportunities at the basic and
initial training stages of the life span. From the objective of provision of
primary education for all we have in the U.K. moved to the provision of secondary
education for all as a goal, at first to the age of 15 and now to 16. The number
of children staying on beyond the school leaving age has also increased. Since
the middle, of the 1950's there has been a similar expansion of post-school educe,

tion concerned with initial training for a growing variety of professions and
trades. The following tables illustrate what has happened. Table 2 shows the
growth in the number of primary and secondary pupils between 1915 and 1967.

Table 2 _Primary and SecondarTPupils in England and Wales.

l945/1 56 and 1966 967 (17)

Year Primary Secondary Secondary
(15 and over)

(included in

previous column

Millions millions
Total
millions

194571946 3.5 1.6 5.1

194749149 188,000 (leaving age o 1 5)

1966-1967 4.5 2.8 653,000 7.3

Increase

1947-1948 to
1966-1967

The i peetdcular increase: in the number of pupils staying on into the senior forme

of the secondary school" '1,13 contributed-to the tidal wave which has overwhelmed
the higher education system in the last ten years or so. When it was publiehed
in 1962, the report of therRobbins CoMmittee on Higher Education projected figures
which werethought to be inflated. As Table 3 shows, theY proved in the event
to be conservative.
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Table 3 Full-time *u, in Li er Education in the U.K. (18

Year

1957-1958

19621963

1967-1963

Univercitios
(incl.

aetn,-.1

ex-CATS)

Robbina

197

Colleges

actual

55

106

of Educati-

Robbins

84

F.E.

actual

71

&bibs

47

Tot ,

actual

148

217

376

Robbi _,

328

103

131

200

percentage

growth

1962-1963

19-67-3---z2158-:,------1------L-
53 50 93 54 129 51 74 51

This spectacular growth is due to a combination of the "bulge" in the birth-
rate in the second half, and immediately after, the and of the second war with
the effects of the trend to which I have Already referred, that is the increasein the proportion of the age group staying on at school and achieVing high enough
school leaving standards to justify them in seeking higher education.

What of the future? With the steadying of the birth-rate in the U.K. the
- in mace in primary school pupils over the next ten years is likely to be nomore than 1.3% per year. That of secondary school pupils will be. higher at
6%0 reflecting the recent high birth -rate as the children born during the bulge
years themselves become parents. The raising of the school leaving age to 16and the continuing trend for more pupils to stay on.beyond the statutory schoolage is expected to push the rate of increase in the number of those staring onbeyond 16 to 8.4% a year.

Assuming these growth rates, the size of the primary and secondary school
population is likely in 1979-1980 to of the following order:

n inlagpnd and 1Wes

2979/1980 (Estimste)
(19)

Millions
Prima any

5.64

Secondary (under 16) 3.58

Secondary (over 16)

Further Higher Education 0.51
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Taking the 1966-1967 figure of 7.7 million students in primary, seconda
higher education as a baseline, this means an increase of just under 3_

overall.

These figures indicate the massive enlargement of the sector of the
:population who have education and will want more education. It is by now
a familiar phenomenon that the more educated people are, the more likely
they are to seek more education and the more likely they are to be mobile
and to require community services of various kinds. The present growth in
demand is only a beginning of the increase and diversification of demand
which we may expect during the next decade.

.

The second factor increasing the demand for continuing education is Ale
scientific and technological revolution. The main outlines of this are
familiar, so I do not need to labour the point. What Norbert Wiener has
called the third irdustrial revolution leads to an acceleration of the
obsolescence of industrial processes as over more intensive and automated
methods of production are devised. Expenditure on research and development
of many industries has expanded ln geometrical progreosion since the second
world war. The budget for research and development in the United States of
America at present is greater than the whole of the Federal Government's
budget -.t the time of Pearl Harbour.

The growth of cpenditure at this rate has been accompanied by an e. an-

siot in the number of scientists. This; so Lord Bowden has'pointed cut, 20)

has doubled every ten years or so for more than 200 years. Of all the scientists'

who ever lived, three-quarters are alive today. And these scientists have know-
ledge which becomes obsolete within 9 to 10 years of their leaving their places
of initial education and training. Hence they can be Rept on top of their jobs

only by a substantial and steady programme of continuing education. Professor

Harbison has argued that at a lower technological level; "pre-employment training
of craftsmen in secondary vocational schools is a poor investment in most .

countries. It_is_far more advantageous to provide potential craftsmen with
general secondary education and then develop their skills on the Job. In other

words, formal pre - employment education should aim at forming trainable people,

while the task of developing specific skills should be the-responsibility of
employers, both publioand private". (21) Retraining and reorientation during
the working life span is also increasingly required in non-scientific and tech-

nological fields, such as public administration, the social. services, and, not

least, in education itself. Government officials have to tackle both economic

planning and social planning.: Few of-them have the babic academic tools for_the

job. Police officers have to deal with a wide variety of.sobio-cultural prob-

lems, whether with immigrants, students, or other citizens who find in protest

their only means of participating in the decisions-of the community. Teachers

have to be kept upto=.date with developments-41 their subjects. These and many

other areas require adequate provision, and the format in which this is made

must be suitable to the needs of adults.

The third factor in the new socio-economic situation is the Increase

leisure and the associated increase in material etandards of living. trend

is reflected in the strong demand for activities which enable people to use their

leisure creatively, but which, according to Arthur Jones, fall well outside the

adult education which the 1919-Report describes as "a _permanent national

necessity". 22) As-Dennis Gabor-has pointed out, a-positive_approachto
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leisure requires a reversal of many of cur traditional_ Protestant ideals.
"Modern man in the West has been kept going for s. long time by that William
called the gocpol of work and-the bitch goddess of suceess....education for
leisure in a modern slogan with little solid substance behind it for the tin
being. What else can one expect in to case of a movement which appears to
stand in direct opposition to the gospel of work?... Education for leisure w
more properly be (sailed education for happineas". And Gabor looks forward t
such education producing a new type of man, "Mozartian man" who is "a area-to
whose art does not live on conflict, who creates or joy and out of joy". (2

Mozartian man may yet be some way off, but there is no doubt that adult
educators have to address themselves to the psychological problem which Gabs
describes; how to enable modern man to use leisure without a guilty consciea
Since there Is some evidence that at least part of the present volume of un-
employment derives from these technological changes this is a matter of urge

V. THE MANCHESTER UNIVERSITY ADULT EDUCATICN DEPARTMENT

Unless this analy ri'Ls is entirely faulty it seems inevitable that the et
tion of adults-will-form a significantly greater element in the spectrum of
public educational intervention In 1980 than in 1970. The trend in the U.K.
has certainly been significant in the previous decade. The Industrial Train
-Act of 1964; the creation of the Open University and the recognition of COMM
development as an important instrument of socio-educational intervention on
part of government are only the three- most striking illuStrations of this.

It is Flimilarly significant that the three developments mentioned bevel
initiated outside the orbit ofthe existing agencies of adult education. A=
but for the persistence of Miss Jennie Lee, the Minister responible for the
development of the Open University, who ensured a base for the Open Universil
drijthe p.E.s.; all three elevelopments would have occurred outside the govern!:
department responsib1e for education.

In my view this failure of the educator; to discern the signs of the tin
and to anticipate the-educational needs of the comity derives from their
Willingness to live with the-tension between the humanist and the productivis
concepts of education. This has caused:thernte!--cOnfineitheir criteria of q0s
to those internal to the edubational systenh There has been little applidati
of external criteria, largely for fear: of their productivist Influence. (24)
IS for thisrleason,.:and-agairistthis background, -that--the Adult EducationDcp
mentatMandhester-has set itself two_objectives.-_-The first is develop ar
anthropecentrie ApPrOaCh--tO7-theTeducatien of adults-ill its teaching-and resea
Tyre. second Is to place:edult education- eentrallyLwithineducationalpolicy an
practice as a whole.

The first objective Is being pursued, by the systematic identification of
areas of public intervention in which the adult learning activity is of signi
Juana°, irrespective of whether these areas are concerned with the formal or
nformal prevision of learning opportunities. Moving outwards from the trad±

pattern of adult education in which the .work of ths Department was grounded,
.

have come to recognize that that pattern now outgrown the circumstances f
which it was designed. We have recognized that the commitment of adult educe.
in the future must be more professional than emotional,- more hyposratic than
ideological, if they are to sustain t. -productivIst tension outline!

,
,

in till Paper. What have'been he pract implications of this policy?
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The most important-has been the broadening of the area of :teaching and
research. As long ago as 1961 it was recognized that, in addition to the
formal area of adult education, the informal adult education activities sub-
sumed under the designation of Community Development should form part of the
Departmenttsareaof interest. The Departmentts substantial engagement with
students fromeleveloping countries indicated that in such countries much that
would,elsewhere be done under the heading of adult education was being carried
out by agencies of community development (or animation ruraie in the francophone
countries of Africa).- The education of adults in the developing world, it was
found, ranged from fundamental education concerned with raizing the level of
literacy, through community development activities concerned to help indigenous
populations identify their needs and act together to meet them, to the formal
adult education settings, many of which were'derived from Western models. By

.1965 it had become necessary to establish a Community Development Unit in the
Department to develop this particular epecialism. In the course of the following
five years the need to find new ways of solving the communal problems caused by
rapid social change, whether in decaying inner city areas or in new towns and
housing developments in the United Kingdom, caused the Government to promote the
application.of.community development techniques there. This has required the
creation and professional formation of a new cadre of community workers, whose
professional skills draw from the established disciplines of both adult education
and social.administration. The Department played a prominent part in the identi.
fieation of the training needs for such workers (25) and is currently as heavily
engaged in this activity as in the provision of opportunities of advanced study
for those responsible for community development in the reral areas of developing
countries. Next, the need to build, from small beginnings, a large cadre of
adult educators to implement the provisions of the Industrial-Training Act 1964
caused the Department, in 1969, to take the initiative in establishing a further
specialist, unit to provide for advanced studies in this field. In view of the
limited resources available to the University, and the provision by Polytechnics
and Wohnical Colleges of the lower levels of training, it was decided to con
centrate on these.responsible forthe planning and management of training
situations .n the private sector.of industry and commerce, the nationalized
industries and the public services. The relevance of adult education principles
and methods to this area of the eiucation of adults was initially by no means
self evident to the Potentialetudents or to their sponsors. But as the need has
b000mo recognized _for effective means of achieving rapid and repeated change both
in the cognitive and the affective domain at all levels of personnel in industry,
industrial education and training is coming to be seen progressively as an aspect
of the main area of the education of-adults.

In the main stream of adult education provided by public authorities the
demand for advanoee qualificatiens is also growing fast. Here the need is as
Much for mid-oareer courses to enable adult educators to take on greater responei
bility in the management of institutions or the control of adult education over
wider geographical areas as for study of the basic teaching and learning skills.

The most recently established area of work is concerned with the training
of university teachers, Since the. University of Manchester :has an academie
staff of .about 1500 the Department ts main effort at the present time is addressed
to its-colleagues in the 100 or so different departments` of the University, In
this-field, unlike those already mentioned, no full-time courses leading to
awards of the University are at ,present available. But it is becoming widely
recognizedthat tes,ching at University level is methodologically allied more
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closely to:adult education than to the type of education provided in primary
or s oonaa'-"y schools at present, and should therefore form part of the spectrum

c, ad t educationa provision.

Among areas in which no fermal awards are offered at present but in which

the Department undertakes teaching and research, areigaes.Communications, Ueatth
Education, Correspondence and Multiemedia Education. and. Adult Religious Educa-

tion. The list of:adult'education research recently issued by the StaridIng
Conference on University Teaching and Research in the Education of. Adults(26)
lists overionehundred research dissertationstheses or ether projects currently
being undertaken by the Department and/or its staff and student members. Besides
individual research undertaken for higher degrees the Department undertakes- a

grOwing volume of research sponsored by Government Departments, Foundations,
industrial Undertakings and International Agencies..:

These teaching and research activities have led to the substantial growth

of the Department. Currently about 150 students are registered from about 30

different countries for advanced diplomas or higher degrees. They are served

by a teaching and research staff of between 15 and 20. Besides being the only

University Department of its kind in the United Kingdot it also has, by far the
largest teaching and research_ programme in adult education of any University

in the United Kingdom. For clarity of operational direction the Department is
quite distinct from the University's Department of Extramural. Studies,.which

provides one of the largest programmes of part-time courses of any University
in the United Kingdom. The programme covers most of the disciplines practised

in the University. That Department has its own full-time academic and adminis-
trative staff of about 35 who work with a part-time tutorial staff, drawn mainly
from other departments of the-University; of about 300. The Extramural Depart-

ment is also responsible for the management of Holly Heyde College; the Univer-
sity's residential adult education:centre. But the Adult. Education Department

has the use of the College for such of its-activities as require a residential

setting. These include a regular programme for those of its_ higher degree

students working in other parts of the country or abroad. These are permitted
to satisfy the University's attendance requirements by participation in the
residential programme.

In Spite of the wide diversity of interests represented by those teaching
and learning in-the Department, the anthropocentric approach to the education
of adults ensures a strong focus for the Department's work, This is expressed
through common course work undertaken by members of the separate specialist
programmes as well as by a strongly, developed departmental identity. Thus it
is possible to be reasonably confident that the Department is on the way to
achieving the first of the two objectivea'which it has set itself.

The achievement of the second objective, that. of placing the function of
adult education centrally within educational policy and practice as a whole,
is to some extent a function of theachievement of the first. There is little
doubt that the 118743 now open for the movement of adult education into the
mainstream of educational activity in most parts of the world. Whether this
happens depends on-the:qualityof:the work done" by adult-educators ddd on-their
ability to. cee'theirliele in the context ofeducatien as a whole, There hao

been a regrettable tendency on tba part of some adult educators to reglrd the
concept of life-long education as_boiAB-aeharter for the exclusive expansion
post-sehooI education. Tbis is a seriousrmistake.- If alife-long_education
is to ha mamlit117.FSil it hilgt to bn trovidad in_th6-form of an intbarated avatem
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desianed to offerqppportunities for citizens of all ages to undertake relevant
educational activities, and-to make such an offer in a way which makes optimum
use of a supply of educational resources which will always fall short of demand.

The -Manchester Adult Education Department endeavours to ,pursue its second

ob_ecti7e-as a constituent dePartment of the University's Faculty of Education.
It co- operates with the other departments in the Faculty through the joint, use
of staff, as in the area of Youth Studies, which is of interest both to it and

to ibe Department concernedwith primary and secondary education and by the
organization ofjointco7Arses and=joint research projects (as in:the area-of
Educational Development and Planning, where it0-operates:wIth the department
concerned with teacher training). Furthermore the mere fact ofTits existence
within the:group of departments of -the University-dpecializing in educational

studies en es that edUlt education is seen by all educators as an integral
part of the educational system and that such cross references and links as are

:appropriate are in fact made. A recent example is the-Orcation within the
Faculty of the Manchester University Centre for Overseas Educational:Development,
in which-the Department-played a leading part.

CONCLUSION

In this brief paper it has been possible to do little more than provide
an outline of the:principles on which'the-Adult Education Department of Manchester
Universitt_basert'its contribution towards the reorientation of the present educe-
tional-systemsln the:-direction oflife-long-education, and to'indicate some of
the practical ilays=1h:whlah these'prineiplea are applied. I shall be happy to
supplement this information in' -the course of the forthcoming Symposium -on Life-

long Education.
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1. Report of the Adult Education Committee of the Ministry of Reconstruc
published by HMSO in 1919.

2. The Committee sitting under the ehairmanship of Sir Lionel Russell is
expected to report in the Spring of 1973
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op.cit. p. 170.
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